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The Problems of Roughcast Beakers, and
Related Colour-Coated Wares

•
R. P. Symonds

The work described in this paper has been undertaken
over a period of years, but principally since the
completion in 1985 of the writer's DPhil thesis, entitled
'Rhenish wares: Fine dark-coloured pottery from Gaul
and Germany', soon to be published in the form of a
monograph (Symonds, forthcoming). What is to be
presented here is a continuation of that work, by way of
further investigations into the production of specific
types of colour-coated wares at pottery centres
principally located in France and Germany, and also an
examination of some results of elemental analyses of
similar wares found in recent excavations at Colchester.
This paper is an extended and more detailed version of
an earlier paper, Symonds 1987 (in French), amalgamated with some amplified elements of Hart et ai, 1987.
The writer's earlier work on Rhenish-type wares was
a substantial study made somewhat simpler by its
relatively single-minded concentration on the two main
sources of the wares, Lezoux in central France, and
Trier, on the Mosel, and on those lesser production
centres in France and Germany which were also sources
of typologically similar pottery repertoires in the 2nd,
3rd and 4th centuries, AD. It seemed sensible and
logical to reduce the task to a more manageable scale by
specifically omitting from detailed consideration
colour-coated wares with white fabrics, with
roughcasting, or with both attributes, especially since
these wares were already the particular interest of Mrs
Anne Anderson. She has produced four publications
which present her work on these wares (Anderson 1980,
1981, 1982 and 1986), although the latter three more or
less re-state the same views presented in the first, which
is A Guide to Roman Fine Wares. However, in the
course of research into Rhenish-type wares, it became
increasingly apparent that Mrs Anderson's work on
roughcast beakers appeared to be flawed, or at least
insufficiently documented.
In the first place, the separation of cornice-rimmed
roughcast beakers, with either red, pink, buff, grey or
white fabric, from other colour-coated wares must be
recognised as principally a chronological distinction,
which has little relationship with the geographical origin
of the vessels. These beakers, typified here in Figure 6,

were especially popular in the middle of the 2nd
century, and this immediately distinguishes them from
the Rhenish-type globular beakers which dominated the
3rd and 4th centuries, whether plain or indented in form.
There were other colour-coated beaker types, such as
beakers with barbotine scroll decoration under the
colour-coating, and other forms, such as Dragendorff
form 40 hemispherical bowls (Symonds, forthcoming).
However, one of the general aims of this paper is to
show that the term 'North Gaulish fine wares' is
generally inappropriate to roughcast beakers, since in
fact they were probably not made at two of the three
production centres in northern France cited by Mrs
Anderson as sources of these wares, and they
undoubtedly were made at a number of other centres not
cited by Mrs Anderson, all of which are well outside the
region which might be defined as North Gaul.
Mrs Anderson divides her 'North Gaulish fine wares'
into two fabrics, presented as Fabric 1 and Fabric 2 (the
descriptions of these fabrics will be discussed further
on). Between the three publications by Mrs Anderson a
total of 12 vessels are illustrated which are said to
belong to Fabric 1, while 5 vessels are illustrated
belonging to Fabric 2. Of these, eight are indicated as
British finds, three are said to be from 'Mont Berny',
two are listed as 'after Senechal', and the remaining
four are not provenanced. Thus only five examples, all
in Fabric 1, are probable continental finds, although the
present location of the three 'Mont Berny' vessels is not
stated, and this writer has been unable to locate either
the vessels themselves or any publication relating to
them.l It is not clear why the two 'after Senechal'
vessels should have been selected as 'North Gaulish'
products, since these were both found at Alesia, and no
other evidence is presented to suggest a southward
distribution for 'North Gaulish' wares. Both are more
likely, on typological grounds, to have been made either
at Domecy-sur-Cure, in the Morvan region, or at a
yet-to-be-Iocated source closer to Alesia, or even in
Central Gaul (all of these possibilities are discussed in
Symonds, forthcoming).
Mrs Anderson suggests that vessels in Fabric 1 were
perhaps made in the region of Compiegne or at J aulges
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- Villiers-Vineux, in Bourgogne, and that those in
Fabric 2 were probably made in the region of the
Argonne. Much investigation by the present writer has
led to the view that Compiegne and Jaulges were
unlikely to have been sources of roughcast,
cornice-rimmed beakers, and the Argonne certainly was
such a source, although its products fit better with Mrs
Anderson's liiescription of her Fabric 1 (quoted further
on), and at the same time they are not obviously
distinguishable in terms of fabric and typology from
similar vessels made at several other sites, including
Colchester in Britain.

Compiegne
Mrs Anderson includes the following paragraph, almost
word for word, in two of her publications:
Production was fragmented, with kiln sites scattered
across North-eastern Gaul, with concentrations in the
vicinity of the Seine and its tributaries. In North-eastern
Gaul the Seine was the main arterial trade route. Vessels
of North Gaul Fabric 1 may have been produced in the
Foret de Compiegne. Several sites in this region have
produced vast quantities of such pottery, with seconds or
misfIred examples well represented. The sites in question
include Mont Berny, Buissonet and Compiegne itself.
However, most of these sites were excavated under the
auspices of Napoleon ill in the mid-nineteenth century
and consequently little is known of their exact nature.
Compiegne lies on the river Oise, a tributary of the Seine
and hence was ideally suited to act as a collection point
for assembling small cargoes for shipping along the river
system to the north coast of France. (Italics added)
(AruJerson 1981, 340; also, 1980, 29).

No references are given as to the origins of any of the
information in the above paragraph. The most likely
explanation for Mrs Anderson' s original acceptance of
Compiegne as a source of fine wares is to be found in
its inclusion as a source of samian ware on two maps,
one at the beginning of James CurIe's "Terra sigillata:
some typical decorated bowls" (1917), and the other
being the frontispiece of Oswald & Pryce, An
Introduction to the Study of Terra Sigillata (1920). It
also appears in the list of East Gaulish pottery sites at
the beginning of Oswald & Pryce (1920, 11), but it is
not otherwise discussed in either publication. It is not
unreasonable to suggest that a manufacturing centre of
samian ware may also have been a source of
colour-coated wares (cf Symonds, forthcoming), but the
association of Compiegne with samian ware, earlier
suggested by A de Roucy, had already been discredited
well before the CurIe and Oswald & Pryce publications
by Joseph Dechelette, in the following paragraph in
Vases Ceramiques Ornes de la GauZe Romaine (1904,
210):

3

A few mould fragments and a fairly large number of
mould-decorated sherds were found in the Forest of
Compiegne, in Oise (A de Roucy 1875, 274). It was
again concluded that these were derived from local
workshops, again an erroneous hypothesis, because the
figure-types and the decorative style belong to Lezoux,
as do the well-known stamps of the potters Cinnamus,
Albucius, Banus and Paternus. (Translation by the
writerJ2

Dechelette also lists elsewhere in the same volume
various examples of decorated samian found at
Compiegne by the above-listed Lezoux potters. It seems
likely that the lack of samian production at Compiegne
could also logically imply a lack of complementary fine
ware. The implications of this view for the production
of roughcast beakers are clearly demonstrated by two
more recent writers, Marie Tuffreau-Libre and Didier
Bayard. In the introduction to her paper on the pottery
from the Forest of Compiegne in the Musee des
Antiquires Nationales (1977a, 125), Mme Tuffreau-Libre
describes the sites involved, which include Mont Berny
and Buissonet, as "essentially cemetery sites, excavated
principally by Roucy". Cornice-rimmed roughcast
beakers do appear occasionally in the shorter papers by
Mme Tuffreau-Libre (for example, 1977a, 1977b and
1978), where they are invariably referred to as Gose
forms 189 and 190 (1950, 17 & Taf 13) and Tongres
type 2c (Vanvinckenroye 1967, 12 & PI I), but they are
conspicuously absent from her comprehensive volume,
La Ceramique Commune Gallo-Romaine dans le Nord
de la France (1980). In Bayard's general work on
pottery found at Amiens, he specifically describes
roughcast beakers as importations from outside the
region, constituting a relatively small proportion of the
pottery found (1980, 187-188). It would therefore be
quite surprising if "vast quantities" had been
manufactured at Compiegne: Amiens would surely have
been one of the primary markets for pottery from
Compiegne, and there are clearly close relations between
the other pottery types found at Amiens and Compiegne.
It ought perhaps to be added here that the general aim
of Mrs Anderson's publications appears to have been
principally to establish a series of types which would
serve to identify similar beakers found in Britain, of
which she had already examined many examples, and
from them established a much-populated distribution
map (1980, Fig 5, and 1981, Fig 19.5). In other words,
she appears to have been less interested in the real
derivation of the vessels in question than in establishing
a pattern of trade, which would explain how the British
examples had arrived. She therefore seems to have
searched for likely sources which were near to obvious
trade routes - although this approach does seem to
ignore the fact that certain major pottery centres, such
as La Graufesenque and Lezoux, seem to have actually
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exported 'vast quantities' of pottery to Britain without
having been situated especially near to obviously
suitable trade routes. This leads, however, to the
conclusion implied by her distribution map, that
fine-ware beakers might have been produced at
Compiegne only for export to Britain. This point of
view cannot be entirely discounted, in the sense that the
production and export of fine wares is known to have
outstripped that of samian ware at certain centres during
certain periods, but no comparable centre is known to
have produced genuine fine wares without any
complementary samian, or to have produced either
samian or fine wares without a substantial local as well
as distant distribution.

Jaulges - Villiers-Vineux
The other pottery centre which Mrs Anderson proposes
as a source of her "North Obul Fabric 1", Jaulges Villiers-Vineux, is a site in Bourgogne which has been
surveyed and field-walked in detail by two well-known
French archaeologists, Jean-Paul Jacob and Henri
Leredde, since the mid-1960's, although it has not been
excavated because it has not been threatened. As a
production centre its principal floruit is from the
mid-3rd century to the end of the 4th. In a number of
discussions with the two investigators they have asserted
that as far as they are aware, cornice-rimmed roughcast
beakers were not part of the Jaulges repertoire - in any
case the site was simply not sufficiently important as a
production centre in the 2nd century. No Jaulges vessels
of any sort have yet been identified in Britain, in spite
of some research by Drs Leredde and Jacob in Britain
in 1984 (pers comm). It may be that the possibility of
Jaulges - Villiers-Vineux as a source of fme wares was
in fact suggested to Mrs Anderson by the present writer,
before he himself knew much about the site - she
quotes no reference at all in A Guide to Roman Fine
Wares.

The Argonne
The only production centre which Mrs Anderson
proposes for her "North Gaul Fabric 2" is the region of
the Argonne, and specifically she mentions the
excavations of Chenet (1919) at Lavoye. In fact she is
somewhat uncertain of the importance of this site,
stating: "... it has proved difficult to ascertain the correct
fabric of the Lavoye products due to the overfrred nature
of the wasters, thereby leaving some doubt that these
vessels can be correlated with North Gaul Fabric 2.
Similar vessels to those produced at Lavoye have been
found on other kiln sites in the area, notably at
Avocourt." In spite of the assertiveness of this latter
statement, it seems unlikely that Mrs Anderson was able
to examine in detail the pottery published by Chenet,
since the present writer was required to persist for some
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seven years, from 1980 to 1987, before he was fmally
allowed to examine, measure and draw colour-coated
vessels belonging to the Chenet Collection in the Musee
des Antiquites Nationales. (That is to say, while he was
generously permitted full access to any vessels on
display, on two separate occasions he was shown parts
of the Chenet Collection in storage, but told that for the
moment any detailed study of it would be impossible. It
seems that the collection entered the Musee des
Antiquites Nationales in the early 1960's, having
previously been in the care of M Bernard Hofmann, but
that it has not yet been properly acquisitioned by the
museum. It should also be added that in the interim
several visits in search of similar wares were made to
the Argonne itself, all of which were fruitless, in spite
of the generous help of the former mayor and curator of
the Museum at Varennes-en-Argonne, M Bemard
Guerin).
It is worth noting here that the production of samian
ware in the Argonne region was remarkably long-lived,
since it enjoyed a lengthy floruit in the 2nd and 3rd
centuries manufacturing what Marcel Lutz calls
"classical" samian (1966, 136), and then in the 4th
century it became one of the largest (and one of the
few) suppliers of late samian ware with roller-stamped
decoration. A variety of other fme-ware forms were also
produced in the 4th century, such as globular
(Rhenish-type) and folded beakers, and beakers with
rounded pedestal bases, although it has been suggested
that the series of forms illustrated by Chenet (1941,
80-91 & PI XVII-XIX) contains a few which are more
likely to have been products of Jaulges - Villiers-Vineux
(pers comm Henri Leredde). Some of these late
colour-coated wares may be as early as the 3rd century,
but none belong to the 2nd.
Chenet actually investigated quite a number of sites
spread throughout the Argonne region (the more
important ones are all described in Chenet & Gaudron
1955), but the key description of "at least 5000"
roughcast beakers, identified by the number of bases,
appears in his 1919 paper.
In the 2nd and 3rd centuries the workshops of the
Argonne produced this (type of) beaker in prodigious
quantities. I have found them at Allieux-Vauquois. at
Avocourt, in the Forest of Hesse (Haut-Mulard
workshop); and at Lavoye in a trench opened in August
1908 by Dr Meunier in the field Laflotte-Saillet (Aut.
Son. A. 746): we estimated after the number of bases to
have found at least 5000 ovoid beakers of various sizes.
plain or indented, kiln wasters, stacked and literally piled
into this large ditch (1919. 129-130; translation by the
writerJ

In May of 1987 the writer again visited the Musee des
Antiquites Nationales at St Germain-en-Laye, and was
shown the contents of two large plastic crates, which
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Fig. 4: Clustering of the colour-coated ware samples depicted by a plot
of their two most important canonical variables. Samples with blacked-in symbols
were assigned to clusters by the double link method. Open symbols denote
unclustered samples which were assigned to clusters by discriminant analysis.
(Reproduced from Hart. et al. 1987; used by permission)

were clearly a part of the Chenet Collection including
mostly colour-coated beakers. All of the illustrations
which two days' work would permit (along with detailed
recording of a minimum of 111 vessels, = 19.7
estimated vessel equivalents, weighing 6037 grams) are
shown here in Figure 2. There were no documents
accompanying these vessels other than the paper bags in
which they were contained, but on these a findspot was
occasionally indicated: these were almost exclusively
Avocourt (Foret de Hesse) and Lavoye.
The vessels illustrated here from the Chenet
Collection include not only the cornice-rimmed
roughcast beakers - Nos 3-8 - which are of central
interest here. There are also two so-called 'hairpin'
beakers - Nos 1 and 2 - which belong to the late 1st or
early 2nd century, and some later beaker forms, such as
Nos 9-13, which are probably 3rd century and Nos
14-16, which are barbotine-decorated beakers belonging
to Chenet's 4th century types (1941). The roughcast
beakers include stacks of fused wasters - Nos 3 and 5
- and the rim of a beaker fused to an unfinished
biscuit-fired lid (not illustrated, but see also Figure 3,
No. 37; and Chenet 1928, Fig 3), which clearly served

as a form of kiln furniture, at the bottom of a stack of
beakers.4
A second group of equally indisputably Argonne fine
wares was encountered by the writer in the course of a
visit to Metz, in Lorraine, in September 1987. The
purpose of the visit was to attend a meeting concerned
with pottery in the Argonne, but this was principally 4th
century roller-stamped samian ware, which is found in
many parts of Germany and eastern France. However,
some survey work has recently been undertaken in the
Argonne, by the Direction Regionale des Affaires
Culturelles (DRAC) based at Metz, under the direction
of M Jean-Luc Massy and M Marc Feller. M Feller
showed the writer a substantial collection of sherds
collected from a trial trench which had been excavated
in 1985 in Vauquois, Les Allieux-A, and kindly lent a
number of sherds for further examination: these are
illustrated in Figure 3.
This group also includes cornice-rimmed roughcast
beakers (Nos 17-21, and probably 23, 24 and 29),
among which are wasters (No. 21), as well as other
fine-ware beaker types which are likely to be either 3rd
(Nos 30-33) or 4th century (No. 34). No. 37 is a

R. P. Symonds
biscuit-flred lid which probably served as an element of
kiln furniture, at the bottom of a stack of up-turned
beakers. No. 38 is a sherd of 'crackled-blue' ware,
which is probably 1st to 2nd century (pers comm, P
Blaskiewicz & C Jigan).
Although this recent Argonne group contains some
later material, a rapid viewing (at Metz) of quite a
substantial sample of the rest of the pottery from the
trench suggested that the bulk of the pottery is of the
2nd century, and is relatively homogeneous in
typological composition. The Chenet material is clearly
only a fairly small sample from a large collection, which
is comparatively heterogeneous owing to the variety of
sites of origin.

•

A note on fabrics

To return briefly to the publications of Mrs Anderson,
another problem which arises from them is the precision
of fabric descriptions. It is worth quoting here the
descriptions given for the two 'North Gaulish' fabrics:
Fabric 1 is described as:
" ...an extremely hard, fine red fabric with in many cases
a dark grey core. The colour-coat is usually blue-black
or more rarely brown-red and is frequently extremely
glossy with an almost metallic lustre. Another
distinctive feature is the occurrence of diagonal
wipe-marks, on the interior surface just below the rim."
(Anderson 1981,332)

Fabric 2 is described as:
"...normally pale orange to buff, very fme with a
tendency to be reduced to a soft powdery consistency
when subjected to adverse soil conditions. Frequently
small red irOnstone particles and flakes of golden mica
can be detected in the fabric. The colour-coat varies in
colour from pale brown to orange, often with a mottled
effect around the rim and base. The colour-coat can be
matt or very glossy with a metallic sheen." (Anderson
1981,335)

-

Unfortunately, these descriptions are at the same time
quite precise and relatively unhelpful for the
identiflcation of new examples, since it will be noted
that each allows for considerable variation in colour and
texture: the variation of fabric colour and texture within
each of the groups illustrated in this paper is such that
no group can be distinguished on the basis of fabric
alone, and each group contains some samples which
could happily be attributed to each of the fabrics
described by Mrs Anderson. It ought to be added that
most of the roughcast beakers from either of the two
Argonne groups illustrated here would be more happily
assigned to Fabric I, above, although Fabric 1 is
attributed by Mrs Anderson to Compiegne or JaulgesVilliers-Vineux, and Fabric 2 is attributed to the
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Argonne. This variability in fabrics is particularly
relevant to the examination of similar wares at other
production centres, notably Colchester, in Britain.

Analyses of Colchester material: Sinzig
Analyses by ICP spectrometry of colour-coated wares
from recent excavations at Colchester were part of a
SERC-funded research project which began in 1983, and
some preliminary results were published in Hart et al
1987, (these were also mentioned but not discussed in
Storey et al 1988). These two papers were principally
concerned with analyses of samian ware, and the results
showed that a small but signillcant proportion of
material which had previously been identifled as
Colchester-made samian ware had more probably been
made at the relatively small production centre at Sinzig,
on the Rhine. The analyses of the colour-coated wares,
which comprised some 137 samples from recent
Colchester excavations, showed that these divided into
four chemical groups, labelled CCWl, CCW2, CCW3
and CCW4 in Figure 4, and one of these, CCW3, was
found to join with the Sinzig group of samian ware.
(Although only 62 of the colour-coated samples are
illustrated here, the remaining 75 are composed entirely
of samples belonging to the CCWl group, with six
exceptions belonging to the CCW2 group, all of which
are similar to the illustrated examples: all of these
unillustrated examples will appear in Symonds & Wade,
forthcoming). The 11 Sinzig/CCW3 samples thus
comprise only 8% of the total.
It must be said that this result was at flrst regarded
with some skepticism by the present writer. On the
grounds of fabric and typology, the CCW3 vessels
sampled (Figure 6, upper section) appear to be typical
Colchester products, with the possible exception of Nos
47, 48 and 100 (illustrated in Figure 5, below). The
cornice-rimmed roughcast beakers are almost wholly
indistinguishable from the similar beakers (Figure 6,
lower section, Nos 51 and 53 to 58) in the Colchester
group, CCWl: these are chemically similar to
Colchester samian ware, and also include some samples
clearly associated with Colchester kilns (such as No.
55). On the whole the colour of the fabric of the CCW3
samples is somewhat paler, or buff coloured, while that
of the CCWl samples is more red or pink, but this is
not a strictly consistent characteristic, and other possibly
distinguishing aspects, such as the shape of the cornice
rim, are also not sufflciently consistent to be
typologically useful. The same result is obtained when
the samples of these two groups are compared with the
similar beakers which are to be found in the Argonne
material; there is simply too much variation within each
of these groups for any new sample to be confidently
assigned to anyone of them on the grounds of fabric or
typology.
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There is, furthermore, no mention of colour-coated
ware production in Charlotte Fischer's publication, Die
Terra-sigillata-Manufaktur von Sinzig am Rhein (1969);
and Frau Dr Fischer herself could recall no evidence of
such production when she met the writer in 1986. Most
of the published fmds are, however, derived from
relatively limited excavations conducted by Josef Ragen
in 1912/13, and they are still not readily accessible,
being in storage at Koblenz. It is entirely likely that
some evidence for colour-coated ware production may
yet be discovered, either within the material which is in
storage, or through further investigations at the site,
although at present it remains unthreatened.
The typological range of the Sinzig group appears to
be remarkably Jimited. Although this could be
accidental, owing to the fairly small number of samples
involved, it seems unlikely, especially in view of the
relatively limited date range which would be expected
for samian ware from Sinzig: the general conclusion to
be drawn from the recent works which examine the
presence of Sinzig samian at Colchester (Simpson 1982;
Hart, et al 1987; and Storey, et ai, 1988) is that it
probably arrived very near the middle of the 2nd
century, and its importation was not much longer-lived
than the concurrent production of samian at Colchester.
(This dating happens to agree with that given broadly by
Mrs Anderson for Colchester colour-coated wares, but
her dates are often over-precise, with little
accompanying justification). Interestingly, the three
Sinzig/CCW3 samples which are not cornice-rimmed
roughcast beakers are all what Joseph Stanfield (1929)
called 'ribbed barrel-shaped tumblers'.
Figure 5 is a samian form which was first identified
by StanfieldS, who noted:
These vessels were probably made in imitation of the
barrel-shaped vessel, in coarse ware, which was
produced throughout the Roman period, especially in
eastern Gaul. As no knowledge of the circumstances of
their discovery exists, it is difficult to give them precise
dates, but their form and their absence from
scientifically excavated early sites indicate that they
were manufactured during the second or third centuries.
(Stanfield 1929, 134).

1

100
Fig. 5: 'Ribbed barrel-shaped tumbler',
Sinzig/CCW3 group.
No mention is made by any of these writers of any
examples of barrel-shaped beakers in colour-coated
ware, but these do exist: one example in fme Central
Gaulish ware from the Musee de Moulins. and some 15
examples in Trier ware, are illustrated in Symonds,
forthcoming (Groups 15 and 45). Of the latter, examined
at Trier, Cologne and St Germain-en-Laye, most are in
the fine 'Rhenish ware' fabric made in the 3rd century
at Trier (illustrated in Loeschcke 1931, Zusatztafel E,
No. 4, & Zusatztafel F, Nos 3-5 and 7-8), but a few are
in a fme greyish fabric which may be 4th century
(Loeschcke 1931, Zusatztafel F, Nos 1,2,6,9 and 10).
The association of nearly all of these examples of
barrel-shaped beakers with eastern Gaulleads naturally
to the conclusion that it is not at all unreasonable that
the three CCW3 examples should be from Sinzig. It is
interesting that while Nos 47 and 48 on Figure 6 are
rouletted in a very similar manner to that of the samian
examples illustrated by May (1930), Simpson (in Hull
1958) and Hull (1963), No. 100 on Figure 5 is
roughcast, and could be described as 'transitional'
between the cornice-rimmed and the barrel-shaped
beakers. No. 100 is the only roughcast example of a
barrel-shaped beaker presently known to the writer.

Colchester (1)
A number of samian examples have been found at
Colchester, including one illustrated by May (1930, 107
& PI XXXVIII, No. 108), one by Simpson (in Hull
1958, 184-5 & Fig 93, No. 9) and six by Hull (1963,
82-83 & Fig 47, Nos 11-16). Hull comments that the
fabric of several of his examples suggests that they were
locally made; in the light of the recent elemental
analyses of Sinzig samian (Hart, et al 1987 and Storey,
et aI1988), this must be taken to mean that their fabric
is similar to that of either Colchester or Sinzig samian.

By contrast with the Sinzig group, the Colchester
material, and especially the CCWl group, exhibits a
considerable variety in its typology. The 32 illustrated
examples of CCWl are reasonably representative
(Figure 6, lower section, and Figure 7), although they
are not meant to comprise a 'type series': the complete
series will appear in Symonds & Wade, forthcoming.
What is important in this group, however, is the contrast
between its diversity and the relative homogeneity of the
other groups, particularly the Sinzig/CCW3 group and
the other Colchester group, CCW2 (Figure 8, upper
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section). The chemical separation between the CCWl
group and the CCW2 group (based largely on calcium
and associated strontium content - cf Hart et al 1987,
591), appears also to be a chronological distinction, with
the latter group, consisting mainly of folded beakers,
being obviously later. There are typologically separable
groups within CCW1, such as the roughcast and plain
beakers with rounded, everted rim (Nos 49,50,52,62
and 65), the rouletted and barbotine scale-decorated
beakers with plain rim (Nos 71, 72, 74 and 75), the
other barbotine-decorated beakers (Nos 64 and 67-70),
and other forms, such as the sherd with both rouletted
and roller-stamped decoration (no. 66), the cantharos
(No. 73) and the lid and lid-seated bowl (Nos 76 and
77). A more deta~ed examination of the stratigraphic
information pertaining to all recently-excavated
Colchester examples of the form types represented in the
CCW1 group will be undertaken in advance of the
forthcoming Colchester publication, but was not possible
for the purposes of this paper. It may be expected
(hoped?) that all of these vessels will fall into a date
range of something like AD 140 to 200, but this must
remain a fairly flexible range until concrete evidence
can be called upon.

Colchester (2)
The second Colchester chemical group, CCW2 (Figure
8, upper section), is composed largely, though not
entirely, of plain-rimmed folded (or indented) beakers.
All six of the unillustrated examples belonging to this
group are of this form. Nos 87, 89 and 90, however, are
not folded, and Nos 87 and 89 are both pedestal bases,
although of rather contrasting styles. This is the first
instance, so far, that analyses of Colchester material
have separated two groups in a way that appears to
correspond to the accepted chronology; these folded
beakers almost certainly belong principally to the 3rd
century, while the CCW1 material belongs wholly to the
2nd. (We hope that further investigations of other
Colchester pottery, notably mortaria, greywares and
black-burnished-type wares, will reveal similar
separations) .

The CCW4 group
The last separated group of Colchester material, labelled
CCW4, is so far not attributed to any known source of
manufacture. It comprises only nine samples, which are
rather heterogeneous in typology and appearance of
fabric. In general, their fabric and colour-coating is
similar to that of Nene Valley wares, although
chemically they are not related to any Nene Valley clays
or wares so far analysed (J Storey, pers comm; cf
Storey 1988). These samples also have similarities with
Colchester samples: No. 97, for example, is almost
identical in shape and external colour to No. 88 (CCW2

group, also on Figure 8), but it has a brownish internal
colour-coating, and its surface texture is rather smoother,
almost soapy.
Having discarded the Nene Valley as a source of the
CCW4 samples, another pottery centre which was
considered as a possible source is Pakenham, near Bury
St Edmunds in Suffolk. The vessels from this site,
presently being researched at Suffolk Archaeological
Unit by Judith Plouviez and Kathy Tester (pers comm),
present a combination of attributes common to either
Nene Valley or Colchester wares. A typical example is
a Pakenham vessel shown to the writer identical in form
to Figure 8, No. 91, although in a somewhat coarser,
buff fabric; since this is a rare form of folded,
pedestal-based beaker, represented at Colchester by only
one or two examples and unknown to the writer from
elsewhere, it immediately suggests a connection between
the two pottery centres, or at least between the
respective potters. Other Pakenham vessels show this
connection less clearly: future analyses may help to
resolve this problem. If these should show that
Pakenham and CCW4 vessels are not chemically related,
the typological connection of Nos 97 and 88 suggests
that the CCW4 vessels might nevertheless have
originated somewhere in Suffolk or north Essex.

Other colour-coated ware sources
Typological similarities are not, however, a guarantee of
origins in close proximity. This must be the general
lesson to be learned from cornice-rimmed roughcast
beakers, and it can be applied in varying degrees to
many other Roman pottery types, not least to other
colour-coated wares. While it has been established
above that very similar roughcast beakers were produced
at the Argonne, at Sinzig and at Colchester, and that
these vessels were probably not produced at Compiegne
or at Jaulges - Villiers-Vineux, there were also other
sites which probably produced these and similar wares.
In central France, cornice-rimmed roughcast beakers
were made at Lezoux6 (Greene 1979,43-47 & Fig 18,
No. 2), and at Autun (pers comm A Rebourg and F
Creuzenet), and they were certainly made at
Domecy-sur-Cure, in Bourgogne. Very similar
cornice-rimmed roughcast beakers, but with a grey
rather than the usual reddish fabric, were made in
Normandy, in the neighbourhood of Caen (pers comm)
P Blaszkiewicz; cf Blaszkiewicz & Dufournier 1987). In
Germany, roughcast beakers with the normal red fabric
were also probably made at Trier, and along the Rhine
near Heidelberg, possibly in an early period of
production at Rheinzabem (F Reutti, pers comm).
Probably because of their limited chronological range,
these beakers appear not to have been made at sites such
as Gueugnon, Offemont, Brumath, and Hedderheim, all
of which begin substantial production of colour-coated
wares (including types similar to those produced at
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Fig. 7: Sherds/vessels from recent excavations at Colchester, belonging to the analytical groups in Figure 4: CCW1.
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Colchester) in the 3rd century. Examples from many of
these sites will appear in Symonds, forthcoming.
It is also possible that there may have been
production in Britain at sites other than those already
mentioned. The known distribution of most Colchester
pottery types is relatively limited: mortaria,
bla~-burnished wares and possibly colour-coated wares
are found principally along the east coast, up to
Scotland, but it seems unlikely that Colchester's
roughcast beakers could account for the large number of
points on Mrs Anderson's distribution map of 'North
Gaulish' fme wares (Anderson 1980, Fig 5; 1981, Fig
19.5). (Curiously, that map indicates no examples from
Essex, E Sussex, Kent, E Anglia or Lincolnshire).
Cornice-rimmed roughcast wares are likely to have been
made in central Britain; some examples found at
Towcester probably originated somewhere along the
central part ofWatling Street (cf Symonds 1980, Fig 26,
No. 137, & Fig 27, Nos 153 & 154), although these
vessels are coarser than most of the wares presented
here. However, until a thorough programme of elemental
analysis can be undertaken, the matter of other sources
in Britain must remain an open question.

Some general conclusions
The fact that remarkably similar vessels appear to have
been made, probably simultaneously, at the Argonne, at
Sinzig, at Colchester, and probably at a number of other
sites, is a matter which is both of primary importance to
the study of Roman pottery, and of some banality to
most Roman pottery researchers. It demonstrates clearly
that conformity was one of the major aims of the
potters; this is no surprise to students of samian ware,
who struggle to differentiate the subtleties of hard red
fabrics made into identical forms at perhaps as many as
75 sources across the north-western provinces of the
Empire, but it has never before been so obvious in most
other fine wares. In Britain, we are so habituated to the
obvious differences between fine wares from the Nene
Valley, from Oxford, from Hadham, from Colchester,
and so forth (and some continental fine wares, such as
Cologne and Rhenish-type wares, seem equally easily
distinguishable), that there has been a natural drift
towards the increasingly certain identification of fabrics
with specific sources. This has been accompanied by
increasingly detailed fabric descriptions; those of Mrs
Anderson for her 'North Gaulish' Fabrics 1 and 2,
quoted above, are not unusual examples of the genre,
which has been much promoted by the Study Group for
Roman Pottery through the Guidelines for the
Processing and Publication of Roman Pottery from
Excavations (Young 1980,4). The obvious purpose of
detailed fabric descriptions was to defme fabric groups
which could either be assigned to known pottery sources
or considered to represent pottery sources yet to be

identified. (It is made clear in the Guidelines that such
descriptions may not always be adequate for
discriminating between individual samples of particular
fabrics, and it may be necessary to resort to petrological
or chemical analysis).
This is a development which has been taking place
over the last twenty to thirty years; before the advent of
detailed fabric descriptions most writers on Roman
pottery chose to concentrate on equally detailed
descriptions of pottery forms. The actual source of the
vessels was then comparatively irrelevant, since the
dating was derived from the vessel class, and it was the
dating of the context and the site which was, and mostly
still is, the paramount objective of the study of Roman
pottery.
There is nothing inherently wrong with detailed fabric
descriptions: on the contrary, they can be of primary
importance for the identification of certain fabrics
(Hadham ware, for example, is notable for black
inclusions which are only properly seen under a
microscope, and similarly some samian fabrics are more
easily distinguished microscopically). The danger occurs,
however, when a fabric with a relatively indistinctive or
a relatively heterogeneous macroscopic (or microscopic)
appearance is equated with a specific source. There are
some fabrics, evidently including those of the roughcast
beakers discussed here, which will never be fully
identifiable other than by elemental analyses; it will
never be possible to analyse more than very small
selections of these, but this need not diminish the
amount of information which they may contribute
towards the dating of the contexts in which they are
found.
There should therefore perhaps be an increased
acceptance in future Roman pottery reports that vessels
of certain types may be derived from one of several
possible sources. Although this is particularly the case
for the fme ware types mentioned here, it can also be
true for coarse ware types. In the writer's experience at
Colchester (Symonds & Wade, forthcoming), the
quantities of material to be examined are such that while
detailed fabric descriptions could be assigned to every
excavated sherd, in practice this has proved to be
impossible, and general fabric categories have had to be
devised which may embrace sherds from a number of
sources which are not macroscopically distinguishable.
Refinements of these fabric categories have occasionally
occurred, as repeated scrutiny of the types has led to
previously unrecognised sub-categories, and we would
expect this process to continue long into the future, but
we would also hope that the homogeneity of fabric
sub-categories will also be tested by further scientific
analyses.
Having found that virtually identical versions of one
particular type of colour-coated beaker were being made
simultaneously at several different pottery centres, the
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next step should be to try to identify other types which
conform to the principle. This will be a long process,
involving a number of researchers; there may be a
number of starting points, of which one should be the
range of~ther Colchester-made colour-coated wares. We
must be grateful to Dr Senechal, to Dr Greene and to
Mrs Anderson for setting the focus on colour-coated
wares, and the recent work of Blaszkiewicz &
Dufournier as well as other as yet unpublished work in
France shows that there is a continuing joint effort
towards a better understanding of these wares.

Notes
1.
2.

3.

4.
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Mrs Anderson herself has not replied to letters.
I am grateful to Dr Grace Simpson for pointing out
this paragraph to me.
This description reads remarkably similarly to Mrs
Anderson's description of Compiegne, quoted above,
including 'vast quantities' and ·wasters'. Could she
possibly have mistakenly transposed Chenet's
description of Lavoye with another of Compiegne?
Also, in a later paper (1929), Chenet describes the
discovery, between the 20th and the 26th April, 1915,
of a large kiln in the neighbourhood of Les Allieux
found during excavations aimed at improving the
shelter afforded by a trench. Unfortunately efforts to
preserve the kiln, led by a Dr Guilbert, with the
'Captain Provost of the 19th brigade', were
unsuccessful, but a sketch of the kiln was made, and
it is suggested that the kiln was clearly associated
with the production of colour-coated beakers. Chenet
illustrates a number of beakers from kilns in the same
area: many of these are strikingly similar to those
illustrated here in Figure 2, with 'hairpin' beakers,
various folded beakers, and cornice-rimmed roughcast
beakers, along with lids serving as kiln furniture,
including one each of these last two items fused
together.
Although Grace Simpson cites the 1929 paper by
Stanfield in Roman Colchester (Hull 1958, 185), Hull
later makes the somewhat odd statement that 'This
form is scarcely known in Samian ware outside
Colchester" (Hull 1963, 82). Stanfield's paper contains
six examples not from Colchester, and cites two
others, but Hull does not refer to it in his discussion.
Also, it is interesting to note Stanfield's comment in
the quoted paragraph that the barrel-shaped beakers
might have been derived from a coarse-ware form obviously it might not have been all one-way traffic
in the opposite direction!
Corroborating evidence of production at Lezoux is also
provided by the presence of at least six examples of
the form in the Collection Olier-Fabre, in the care of
Mme Charles Olier, at Bort l'Etang, near Lezoux. It
is hoped that these will be included in a future
publication by the writer.
All of the pottery drawings are reduced to one-third.
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Catalogue of the figures
Figure 2, 1-16, Collection Chenet, Musee des Antiquites
Nationales, St Germain-en-Laye
1
2
3

3695, ---; orange fabric/dull black cc
3703, ---; orange fabric/dull black cc
3648, Foret de Hesse, Avocourt, La Vaux Mulard;
fabric/dull black cc

16
4
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3641, Lavoye; red fabric/dull black cc (dark
reddish-brown below firing line).
3657, Forti: de Hesse, Avocourt; red fabric/dull black
cc
3640, Lavoye, Verine; red fabric/dull black cc
3642, ---; red fabric/dull black cc
3653, ---; red fabric/black surface, overfrred
3702, ---; orange fabric/black cc
3702, ---; grey fabric/grey metallic cc
3695, ---; grey fabric/dark grey cc
3702, ---; orange fabric/dark metallic cc
3702, ---; orange fabric/dull black cc
3708, "Lavoye tombe, 1er siecle"; grey/worn black cc
3701, "Pres de la chambre betonnee du champ
ancement, 30.8.1908, Lavoye(?)"; orange fabric/silver
grey cc
3706, "Pres de la chambre betonnee du champ
ancement, 30.8.1908, Lavoye(?)"; grey fabric/black cc

41

Figure 3, 17-18, Vauquois (Meuse), Les Allieux A,
Structure 32, Prospection Marc Feller 1985

50

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16

17 VA 12, red fabric with grey core/dull black cc
18 VA 11, red fabric/worn dull black cc/red interior
19 VA 6, red fabric/dull black cc
20 VA 7, orange-red fabric/dull black cc/red interior
21 VA 5, buff fabric with grey core/dull black cc
22 VA 8, buff-orange fabric with grey core/dull black cc
23 VA 14, red fabric/dull black cc (dark brown below
fIring line)
24 VA 9, reddish-brown fabric/purple-black cc (dull black
and reddish-brown below fIring line).
25 VA 20, grey fabric/dark silver metallic cc
26 VA 2, grey fabric with red core/dull black metallic cc
27 VA 3, reddish-brown fabric/dark purplish metallic
cc/light purple interior
28 VA 4, grey fabric/cc totally eroded away
29 VA I, orange fabric/reddish-brown streaked cc
30 VA 13, grey fabric/cc totally eroded away
31 VA 21, grey fabriclpale silver-grey metallic cc
32 VA 15, grey fabric/dark silver grey metallic cc
33 VA 10, orange fabric/dull black cc
34 VA 17, grey fabric/dark grey metallic cc
35 VA 16, grey fabric/dark grey metallic cc
36 VA 22, grey fabric/pale grey metallic cc (dull grey
below firing line)
37 VA 19, grey coarse fabric
38 VA 18, pale grey coarse fabric, with sooted black
exterior.

Figure 5, 'Ribbed barrel-shaped tumbler', Sinzig CCW3
100 P1398, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site J, 81, Type CB 5;
orange fabric/reddish-black metallic cc

42
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44
45

46
47
48
49

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

60
61
62
63
64
65
66

39

67

40

P1369, Balkeme Lane 1973-76, Site N 371, Type CB
3; red fabric with grey core/dull purplish cc
P1056, Middlesbrough 1978, 334B, Type CB 5; buff
fabric/worn dull black cc
PIl04, Lion Walk 1971-74, Site J 1434, Type CB 4a;
red fabric/dark purplish metallic cc
P849, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site J 214, Type CB 2;
red fabric/dark purplish metallic cc
P1480, Oaks Drive 1973, Kiln I, Type CB 1; black
fabric/dull black cc (waster)
PIl37, Lion Walk 1971-74, Site J 385, Type CB lOc;
buff-grey fabric/dull black cc
P954, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site J 218, Type CB 1;
reddish-brown/reddish-brown cc
P1l9, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site K 281, Type CB
1; dark red fabric/uneven purplish-bronze metallic cc
P1309, Lion Walk 1971-74, Site B290, Type CZ la;
red fabric/dark purplish metallic cc

Figure 7, 60-80, Colchester CCWl

Figure 6, 39-47, Sinzig CCW3; 48-58, Colchester
CCWl
P952, Balkeme Lane 1973-76, Site J, 238, Type CB 3;
Pale buff fabric/dull reddish-black cc/reddish interior
P1368, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site N 618, Type CB
4a; reddish fabric with grey core/reddish-black metallic
cc

P1395, Balkeme Lane 1973-76, Site N 595, Type CB
1; red fabric/dark purplish metallic cc
P1389, Balkeme Lane 1973-76, Site N 595, Type CB
1; buff fabric/Dull black cc
P1386, Balkeme Lane 1973-76, Site N 395, Type CB
1; red fabric/dark purplish metallic cc
P1422, Lion Walk 1971-74, Site K 270, Type CB Iv;
pale buff fabric/dull black cc
P1378, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site V 71, Type CB
1; red fabric with grey core/orange-brown metallic
cc/dull black metallic interior
P1479, Balkeme Lane 1973-76, Site N 595, Type CB
1; buff-red fabric/dark purplish metallic cc
P1222, Balkeme Lane 1973-76, Site J 250, Type CZ
6a; red fabric/dark purplish uneven metallic cc
P1214, Culver Street 1981-82, Site B 783, Type CZ
6a; red fabric/dark purplish uneven metallic cc
P957, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site G 220, Type CB
4a; buff fabriclpale brown cc
PIl32, Oaks Drive 1973, Kiln I, Type CB 4a; buff
fabric/dull brown cc/dull black interior
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P403, Balkeme Lane 1973-76, Site V 134, Type CZ
la; buff-pink fabric/dull black worn cc/red interior
P1434, Oaks Drive 1973, Kiln I, Type CZ la; buff
fabric/dull black worn cc/dark grey metallic interior
P1086, Buff Road 1976-79, Site H 958, Type CZ 3e;
buff-pink fabric/dull black cc
P1055, Balkeme Lane 1973-76, Site T1l6, Type CZ
la; buff fabric/black highly metallic cc
P1075, Oaks Drive 1973, Kiln I, Type CZ le; pale
red fabric/black metallic cc
P1216, Culver Street 1981-82, Site B 2227, Type CZ
3; red fabric/dull black cc/dark purple interior
P1090, Culver Street 1981-82, Site B 776, Type CZ
5b; red fabric/black highly metallic cc
P1081, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site V 894, Type CZ
le; pale red fabric/brown cc
P1070, Middlesbrough 1978, 42, Type CZ 5; pale red
fabric with grey core/dull black cc/dark purple interior
P1487, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site H 7/174/319,

R. P. Symonds
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72
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74

75
76
77
78
79

80

Type CZ le; pinkish red fabric/greenish-grey highly
metallic cc
PlO78, MiddJ!sbrough 1978, 1877(2.776, Type CZ 5;
pale red fabric with grey core/dull black cc/dark purple
interior
P787, Butt Road 1976-79, Site E 463, Type CZ 2;
brownish-red fabric/dull brownish-red cc
P1000, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site G 246, Type CZ
2a; buff fabric/dull black very worn cc
P1201, Butt Road 1976-79, Site E 518, Type CZ 9;
pinkish-red fabric/dull uneven black cc
P138, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site J 157, Type CZ 2a;
buff-pink fabric/unven brown/dull black cc (metallic
below fIring line)
PlO84, Cups Hotel 1973-74, 744, Type CZ 2b;
buff-grey fabriclbuff cc/dull black interior
P94, Balker Lane 1973-76, Site H 175, Type CZ 7a;
red fabric/slightly burnished exterior.
P1291, Lion Walk 1971-74, Site J 475, Type CZ 7b;
buff-orange fabric/dull brown cc
P1481, Oaks Drive 1973, Kiln I, Type CZ lId; buff
fabric/pale brown cc (dull black below fIring line).
P1053, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site G 238, Type CZ
11j; red fabric with grey core/dull black uneven cc
(dark brown below fIring line)/dark brown interior.
P1259, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site T 254, Type CZ
11h; orange-red fabric/orange-red cc
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Figure 8, 81-90, Colchester CCW2; 91-99, ?CCW4
81

P618, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site G 317, Type CZ 4;
grey fabric with red margins/dull brown cc
82 P1486, Middlesbrough 1978, 3002, Type CZ 4a; grey
fabric with red margins/dull brown cc
83 Pll0, Balkerne lane 1973-76, Site H 222, Type CZ 4;
brown fabric with grey core/dull brown-black uneven
cc

97

98
99
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P1485, Balkerne lane 1973-76, Site H 298, Type CZ
4; dark brown fabric/dull brown cc
P1292, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site G 375, Type CZ
I1g; red fabric with grey core/dark brown cc with
pale brown undercoating
P1267, Middlesbrough 1978, 3050, Type CZ 4a; grey
fabric/dull brown cc
P1220, Culver Street 1981-82, Site B 323, Type CZ
13b; dark grey fabric/dull black cc (dull brown below
fIring line)
PlO15, Culver Street 1981-82, Site B 231, Type CZ
lid; grey fabric/dull black cc (orange below fIring
line)/orange interior
P1305, Culver Street 1982-82, Site C 91, Type CZ
12b; grey fabric/orange brown cc (dark brown below
fIring line)/cream slipped interior with large drip of
brown cc
P1360, Culver Street 1981-82, Site B 1614, Type CZ
le; red fabric with grey core/dull black cc
P378, Butt Road 1976-79. Site H 687, Type CZ 6b;
orange-red fabric/highly metallic black cc
PI071, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site N 211, Type EA
113a; buff-orange fabric/dull purplish-black uneven cc
PI099, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site G 207, Type EA
51a; buff fabric/dark green highly metallic cc
PlO9, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site V 1091, Type EA
38; grey-buff fabric/dull brownish-black cc
PIOIO, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site D 244, Type CZ
6c; buff-orange fabric/polished brownish-red cc
P1221, Lion Walk 1971-74, Site B 165, Type EA 31;
buff-grey fabric/uneven brown metallic cc
P996, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site K 72, Type CZ
lId; orange-brown fabric/dull black cc (brown below
firing line)lbrown interior
P1326, Lion Walk 1971-74, Site J 367, Type EA 52c;
grey fabriclbrownish-green highly metallic cc
P1341, Balkerne Lane 1973-76, Site G 111, Type EA
3a; grey fabriclbrownish-green highly metallic cc

